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PATENT LAW
TRANSLATION SERVICES
Language Connections is a 30-year veteran of
patent translation. Our patent linguists understand
your pressures: the demands of ever-changing
domestic and international laws, tight deadlines,
and more. But we don’t just offer linguistic services.
Our translators are subject matter experts in
both specific patent office rules and jurisdiction
regulations, as well as your required field — be it
life sciences, technology, or business. We become
trusted advisors that our clients turn to as their
dockets expand. Your international patent,
copyright, trademark, and litigation materials
are guaranteed to be precisely translated
(and filed, if you wish), all while being compliant
with all relevant laws and regulations
(no matter the country).

OUR CERTIFIED TRANSLATORS
HOLD LEGAL DEGREES AND ADVANCED DEGREES
IN FIELDS LIKE TELECOMMUNICATIONS, LIFE SCIENCES,
BUSINESS, AND MORE

OUR TEAM
Our ISO–compliant team of SMEs
has decades of experience handling
patent translation projects with the
utmost precision and speed.
We’re well-versed in handling your:
PATENTS
COPYRIGHT MATERIALS
TRADEMARK REGISTRATIONS
LICENSING AND OUTSOURCING
AGREEMENTS
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
DOCUMENTS

See why our clients keep coming back to us.
Check out our Google reviews and
testimonials below.

ARE FLUENT IN COMPLEX TECHNICAL AND LEGAL
TERMINOLOGY IN THEIR NATIVE LANGUAGES AND ENGLISH
MAINTAIN ABSOLUTE CONFIDENTIALITY WITH ALL PROJECTS

SOME OF OUR CLIENTS

WHEREVER YOU DO BUSINESS, WE SPEAK THE LANGUAGE.

WE’RE READY TO TRANSLATE YOUR

PATENT APPLICATIONS

NON- PATENT LITERATURE AND PUBLICATIONS

LITIGATION DOCUMENTATION

OFFICE ACTIONS

RULE 71(3) CLAIMS

PRIOR ART

ASSIGNED DOCUMENTS

WHAT WE OFFER, BY THE NUMBERS
YEAR FOUNDED
PRICE PER WORD
TURNAROUND TIME AS FAST AS
HOW QUICKLY WE OFFER A QUOTE
LANGUAGES WE WORK WITH
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY/IP CLIENTS
FIELDS OUR TRANSLATORS AND INTERPRETERS ARE SMES IN
PROJECT MANAGERS THAT ARE WOMEN

1993
AS LOW AS 15 CENTS
1 DAY
UNDER 2 HOURS
200+
200
21+
60 PERCENT

TESTIMONIALS & CLIENTS
Rarely can I be more enthusiastic about recommending a
translation service than the one run by Mr. Galperin. I am a patent
attorney with an IP law firm in Massachusetts. My firm does a lot of
foreign patent and trademark work and I often am in need of patent
translations. Language Connections has provided outstanding
patent translations for our firm. The complexity of the documents
and excellence of the finished translations shows Language
Connections’ focus on quality. They sought out subject-matter
experts in related fields, and performed thorough research on the
complex terminology in various technical fields. Their translations
are impressively well done. Language Connections has always
delivered their work on time, no deadline has ever been missed.
I always appreciate that, since I sometimes send them texts to
translate with very little time to spare before a deadline.
In the deadline-intensive patent business this is always very
much appreciated.
-ME, Patentbar International, PC
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Language Connections provides superior service in a timely manner.
We enjoy very much working with them, we will contact them again in
the future.
-LL, Associate Attorney, Romanovsky Law Offices
Our products are highly advanced and our markets are sophisticated
– we need a language partner who can offer not only foreign
language capability, but very specific subject matter expertise
and deep multi-cultural experience. We found the whole package
in Language Connections. They were able to handle both our
documentation and various parts of our software localization
extremely efficiently, on time, and on budget.
-BD, Director of Engineering, Tekscan

